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Sound recordings by TEFL Audio, London
1 Animals
2 Animals in different places
3 What kind of hair?
4 The girl in the red dress
5 Happy or sad?
6 Bigger or smaller?
7 What's the weather like?
8 The biggest and the smallest
9 My family
10 Which bag is Ben’s?
11 Things we eat and drink
12 Bottles and boxes
13 Different homes
14 My home
15 At school
16 Different sports
17 My hobbies
18 My body
19 At the hospital
20 What’s the matter?
21 Where?
22 Why do people go there?
23 The world around us
24 Find the differences
25 Which one is different?
26 The bats are everywhere!
27 My day
28 My week
29 How well do you do it?
30 About me
31 Questions! Questions!
32 Why is Sally crying?
33 On your feet and on your head
34 What's in Mary's kitchen?
35 Where were you?
36 What did you do then?
37 What a morning!
38 Busy days!
39 Lost in the forest
40 My birthday
41 Saying yes and no
42 My holidays
43 A day at the beach
44 Which day was it?
45 Treasure
46 A day on the island
47 Things we do!
48 Round the world
49 Words you need
50 Opposites and places

Pairwork activities 106–110
Unit wordlist 111–127
List of irregular verbs 128